Software
Development

About our
development solutions

Benefits of our services
to your business

Have an idea or a problem but not sure where to

Developed specifically for the unique situation of

start? Interlinked provides high quality and reliable

your business and staff

solutions to all your custom business needs.
Solutions to problems and functionality that you
Our experienced development team takes the time to

cannot obtain from off-the-shelf products

understand what you aim to achieve, so that we can
design a product that is the perfect fit for your team,

Increased efficiency and productivity through

systems, customers and all other stakeholders.

streamlining processes

With all development projects our core focus is on
solving problems innovatively to enhance your

Cost reductions from higher efficiency and
eliminating licensing fees

business processes. We keep you updated along the
way, providing visibility of progress and keeping
projects on track, on budget and to your specifications.
As a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, we also utilise
Microsoft products to provide a range of development
solutions for powerful business integration.

Customisable solutions allows for innovation in
your business processes
Solution is built directly from your input meaning
you are not paying for things you do not need
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Scope of our services

SharePoint

Web Applications

.NET

We develop custom tools for SharePoint

Custom software designed to run on

The .NET Framework allows us to

to enforce synergy, allowing your

web browsers, allowing cross-platform

design and build custom applications

business to enhance teamwork, discover

compatibility and removing the need to

with visually stunning user experiences

people and make informed decisions.

distribute and install on each computer.

and seamless & secure communication.

CRM

SQL

Other Solutions

Organise and automate business

Let us migrate and enhance existing

Our experienced team of developers

processes to nurture customer loyalty,

server databases, optimise performance,

have a diverse set of skills, simply let us

deliver ROI through sales & marketing

integrate multiple databases or design

know your business needs and ideas

automation and customer service.

and develop all new ones.

and we will make it a reality.
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